KioskWatch Remote
Users Guide

KIOSK WATCH REMOTE:
Prerequisite: NetStop® license

Preface
Kioskwatch remote is a new service available to our NetStop customers. With this new
service, kiosk operators can now operate and manage their kiosks anywhere in the world
and, at any time, receive notification of problematic kiosks; thus minimizing kiosk
downtime and increasing revenue. KioskWatch Remote is a feature that runs
independently of the NetStop® software. This secure monitoring and management
software was designed as a powerful support tool for administrators/owners to remotely
execute commands and bat files, monitor usages such as websites visited and applications
run, view hardware and software, update your registry and much more without ever
having to leave your office location. KioskWatch Remote can be accessed from any web
browser anywhere in the world.
Kioskwatch Remote allows a two-way communication without having to make changes
to your network or Internet routers and allows you to have the ability to influence your
kiosk as if you were sitting at that unit’s keyboard. This software utility is designed
specifically to work with NetStop® 5.0.0 (and higher), giving you access to all of
NetStop® new features such as application usage and sites visited reporting.
Security is a major feature of this utility. Task executions are preceded by
password requests and are passed using SSL (https) which encrypts and secures all your
communication to and from your kiosks.

Requirements:
To access the KioskWatch Remote website we suggest using Internet Explorer 7.0.
On your kiosk you need the following:
• .Net Framework 2.0 or higher
• An Internet connection
• Windows XP
• The KioskWatch Remote installation application

Advantages and benefits







Very high level of security and privacy, (as this is not a desktop control program).
View your kiosks system resources (services, processes, hardware)
Software runs independent of NetStop®
Access all your kiosks from a single browser based tool
Menu driven
User friendly interface

 Safe, easy secure two way communications between kiosk and owner and or
administrator
 Less time spent troubleshooting
 Longer uninterrupted system up time
 Eliminate or reduce commuting time to physical kiosk location
 Greater potential revenue
 Notification or problematic kiosks via email (to your pc or cell phone)

KioskWatch Remote Features
AdSYS and Digital Signage
AdSYS is a built in feature within the KioskWatch Remote application. AdSYS has many
features exclusive to the NetStop software suite, but does not require NetStop; only our
KioskWatch Remote management application.
AdSYS allows you to pull content in one of two ways.
1) Pulling content from our centralized web server and displaying as needed, such as
images, html files and flash files. This ability does not require transferring
content to each kiosk.
2) Pulling content from our centralized web server to each kiosk and store this
content on your kiosk. For larger files such as video, this is the suggested
approach.

AdSYS overview page
The overview page will give you detailed information about various information on your
advertisements. This information will give you a general overview of your daily, overall,
and newest advertisements. Here you can also view graphs, access the zone the
advertisement is located in, or view the advertiser.
5 most popular Advertisements – today
This section supplies you with which advertisements have received the most clicks or
impressions within a 24 hour period.
5 most popular Advertisements – overall
This section supplies you with which advertisements overall have received the most
clicks or impressions for all active advertisements.
5 newest advertisements

Here you will see a list of the 5 newest advertisements added to the system. This
includes all advertisements, active or on hold.

Zones explained.
A zone can be described as a physical location on your kiosk’s screen. A zone can be
any location where you may have an advertisement. Some examples are: full screen
advertisements (screensaver ad’s), Secondary monitor, header, footer, browser top, MSN,
and so on.
Zones are created to rotate specific advertisements at specific locations.
AdSYS uses zones for placement of your advertisements at different locations on your
kiosk. This allows you to also track which zones are viewed, clicks, or rotated the most.
Here is an example of how zones work.
Your system uses two zones.
The first is a full screen zone for full size screen saver advertisements that will be labeled
“FullScreenAd”. This ad is displayed every 2 minutes, for 30 seconds, and will have 10
advertisements, AVI videos located on the kiosk’s hard drive, and images located on the
AdSys server.
Your second zone will be a zone for displaying small banner advertisements on your
kiosk interface, and is labeled “FooterInterfaceAd”. This zone is located on the bottom
of your interface, and will be viewable whenever a FullScreenAd is not being displayed
(when your interface is visible). These ads use 3rd party code advertisements, and images
located on the AdSYS server.
Viewing zones.
Zones can have an unlimited number of advertisements or advertisers assigned to them.
This gives you the ability to have a large number of ads displayed at any location you
choose. When viewing your zones you will see a list of the existing zones, or have the
ability to add a new zone.
When viewing a zone there are a few important sections to notice.
•

Zone: the name assigned to this zone.

•

Size: the size you assign to your zone, this is for your reference only, and is not
used for any type of sizing within AdSYS.

•

Status: The current status of your zone, if active, advertisements will be
displayed. If on hold, no advertisements will be displayed for this zone.

•

Advertisement: the number of advertisements this zone has assigned to it.

•

Imp: The number of impressions (views) for all advertisements assigned to this
zone.

•

Clicks: The number of clicks advertisements have received assigned to this zone.

•

Ratio: the ratio of clicks verses impressions.

•

Report: three different reports are available for zones, each offers the same
information, just in a different format. Click on one of the images to save or view
your zones’ collected information. These are useful for generating reports or
invoices.

•

Code: This is the URL that you must use within NetStop, or your interface, to
supply advertisements to your kiosks. If you use something other then this URL
to supply your advertisements, then the advertisement will not be tracked, and
problems will occur.

•

Action: Edit an existing advertisement, or delete an advertisement (deleted zones
are gone, and there is no way to retrieve them, any advertisements assigned to this
zone are also deleted!).

Adding advertisements
Advertisements can be added at anytime, as long as you have at least one advertiser, and
one zone existing.
Advertisers
Advertisers are required for adding advertisements. Each advertisement must be assigned
to an advertiser.
Advertisers are the “owners” of the advertisement. Each advertiser may have an
unlimited number of advertisements, accessible to in any zone.
Advertisers also may login with a username and password, and access the advertisement
section. This is useful if someone other then you manages your advertisements.

Advertisements
When viewing a specific zone, or advertiser, you have the ability to view your existing
advertisements, or add new advertisements.

Advertisements can be any type of file that is currently allowed within the AdSYS and
that meet the image size requirements.
When viewing your advertisements you will see a list of the existing advertisements, or
have the ability to add a new advertisement.
Some of the important information you will see when viewing your list of advertisements
are:
•

The view button. Click on this button to view what file you are currently using,
as well as information relating to the weight and height, as well as if you are
using a border, or if the ad is clickable, you will see what type of target is used.

•

Zone: Which zone the advertisement is located in.

•

Status, the current status of the advertisement. If active, the advertisement will be
displayed, otherwise if the advertisement is on hold, it will not be displayed.

•

Stats: Opens a new window with a graph displaying status information.

•

Information: Move your mouse over this image to get a quick view of
information about this advertisement.

•

Economic information: Move your mouse over this image to get a quick view of
economic information.

•

Impressions:: This shows you the number of impressions this advertisement has
received, and how many impressions had been purchased.

•

Clicks: This shows you how many times this advertisement has been clicked, and
how many more times before it is placed on hold.

•

Ratio: Ratio between clicks and impressions.

•

Start date: When this advertisement is set to be displayed from. If this date is in
the future, it will not be displayed until this date.

•

End date: The date this advertisement will be displayed until. If the current date
has passed this date, this advertisement will not be displayed.

•

Weight: Not used within the application. This is only used for reference.

•

Action: edit or delete. Deleting an advertisement can not be undone.

Add/Edit advertisement.
Advertisements can use many different files. Also, these files can exist at three different
places: On your kiosk hard drive, on the internet, or within AdSYS. Files that are
uploaded into AdSYS can be accessed using our upload and file view applications. This
allows you to simply browse through your existing files, select the one you want to use,
and save the new advertisement.
To add or edit an advertisement, you must first select what type of advertisement it will
be. When selecting a radio button, you will see new options displayed for you to select
from.
Depending on what type of advertisement you choose, you may need to select a file.
Selecting a file will open a new window that will allow you to browse through your
exiting files that have been uploaded.
You must select that zone this advertisement will be displayed in, as well as an advertiser
that will “own” this advertisement.
Start and ending dates allow you to set time range for this advertisement to be display for.
This will allow you to set advertisements for the future, or to end at a specific date.
Background color will display a specific color in the background. With some
advertisements, or setups, having the background match the color of your ad will be
important for visual reasons.
Economic information allows you to set the payment type (impressions or clicks) and
how much the advertiser is paying for each. Setting a quantity will make the
advertisement stop displaying once their quantity target number has been reached.

Notification
KioskWatch Remote has a built in notification system for problematic issues that may
cause downtime and a loss of revenue. This powerful tool can be setup and used to report
to your email or your cell phone (via email) so you will always be notified about issues
that may cause your machines to not be functioning correctly. With our notification
system you will have the following abilities:
Notification Features
•
•
•
•

Turn off all notification for your kiosks, or individual kiosks
Different reporting levels. Receive notification when a kiosk reports a minor
issue, or only report in major issues.
Notifications sent to 2 different email addresses (email client and phone for
example).
Notification on rebooting issues, or check in times.

Location and Contacts Management
Managing you locations and contacts is easy with KioskWatch. This tool allows you to
manage everything from addresses and location specific information to your contact’s
names and contact info. Also you have one centralized area to keep ISP information,
hardware at each location and much more.
Overview: When you first click on Locations and Contacts you will see the overview of
all your locations. From here you can edit or add a location.
To start you will need to add a location by clicking the ADD link on the top
Adding a location:
Fill out your location information as well as the contact information. You must include a
Kiosk ID for this location.
Once all information is filled out Click Submit. Your location is now added. Next you
will want to add more information to this location. Close the add window. Next in the
overview window click the refresh button. You will see your new location in your list.
Click on that location and you will now be in the edit location section.
Editing a location:
You will see 6 tabs for this location such as Location info, Contact info and so on. You
will want to fill out all these fields as needed. You must “save” each time you make a
change before clicking on a new tab, otherwise you will lose all the information you
typed in.
KioskWatch Remote Utility Overview
KioskWatch Remote removes many of the problems an operator will run into with
managing their kiosks and business as a whole. From managing equipment at a location,
or your contacts for a building, to pushing dynamic advertisement content to your
displays. All this is easily accessible to you from one central location viewable from any
pc connected to the Internet.
All this provides the obvious benefit of allowing the kiosk’s administrator to be proactive
in addressing any problem situation before it becomes apparent to the end user. All of
this contributes significantly to system’s up time, system’s availability and end-user
customer satisfaction. This optimization results and maximizes revenue potential.
With this utility, the need to visit the physical location of your kiosk becomes almost
unnecessary, resulting in cost savings in travel and a very high availability of the kiosk.

Setting up your kiosk
At the Kiosk:
A) To verify you have the latest version of the Microsoft .Net Framework go to
“Windows Update” and select the customize install option. If you do not have the latest
version you will need to download and install what is available from Microsoft (may
require a reboot).
B) Next you will need to download and install the latest version of KioskWatch and
install the application on your kiosk: http://www.kiosklogix.com/download/kwrsetup.msi
C) Once the application has been downloaded, follow the simple install instruction.
E) Now that the application is installed, run the application from “Start > all programs >
kiosk watch remote > kioskwatcher”
- Go to the “registration tab” and complete the following fields.
Owner ID:
Kiosk ID:
Reg Key: (We supply this registration code for you)
-

If this is your first time using this registration code you will be prompted for a
password. This password will need to be typed in every time you make changes to
the remote application (starting/stopping the updating).

-

Owner ID - This number uniquely identifies you in the database as a kiosk owner
and is assigned to you when you purchase your first license. Changing this value
when using the evaluation version will not have any impact (it will remain 000000).
You will normally use the same Owner ID for all of your kiosks.

-

Kiosk ID - This number uniquely identifies each kiosk in the database. Changing
this value when using the evaluation version will not have any impact (it will
remain 000158). You will be assigned a different kiosk ID for each license
purchased.

-

Reg key - This number ensures that you are the only one that can use the owner ID
you were assigned. This number is like a password and should be kept secret.

-

Password: login password

Setting up your kiosk
At the Kiosk:
DesignerPro Setup
1) NetStop® ShellPro must first be upgraded to version 5.0.0.340.
2) Start DesignerPro and on this first panel enter the Owner ID, Validation Code
and Kiosk ID.
3) Using the .DesignerPro program, make the following changes:
a) Expand “Access”
b) Select “General”
c) For Payment mode, select “Free access with reporting” for those with free
kiosks and pay for time for the others.
d) Select “Monitoring”
e) For Frequency enter “15” minutes and check “upload to KioskWatch”
*** in order to receive Log Files updates, do the following : *****
_ Expand Monitoring (+)
_ Select Log File.
_ Check mark the following:
-

Send Log File at
Record Usages
Record Websites Visited
Record User Starting Application
Record errors

f) Select “Remote Monitor” and check upload usage to KioskWatch.
g) Close DesignerPro.

Starting your remote session for kiosk control
Using the KioskWatch Remote Utility
Setting up KioskWatch Remote

Go to Https://www.kioskremote.net and login with your supplied email address and
password to authenticate.
One the left side of the screen you will notice the kiosk (s)
1) Double click on the kiosk that you wish to work with.

You will be presented with this screen:

Under General Information, go down to the line Remote License Information
Registration Code: (EDIT).
Select (EDIT).

This will open a window:

In the registration field: You can enter whatever information you wish, however in the
interest of keeping it simple and uniformed, we suggest using your kiosk ID.
In the Password field: make up a password and enter it here.
Select update.
Close window.
Install Kioskwatcher.
*** Make sure you have had Windows update installed Dot net 2. (If the update was not
done, you will be prompted to update to net 3.5 beta and redirected to a web site.
Download the update and continue).
To Install KioskWatch remote (KWremote): go to the “NetStopPro” director on your
computer (C:\Program Files\NetStopPro), and select the KWremote program and install it.

From your computer desktop select Start/all programs
A) KioskWatch remote
B) KioskWatcher
-

Select Registration Tab
Owner ID
Kiosk ID
Reg Key ( This is the number that you created when you
Logged into Https:\\ www.kioskremote.net).

You are now ready to work with your kiosk remotely.
NOTE:
The KioskWatcher utility program must run as a service.
KioskWatcher checks the database every 15 minutes for the next scheduled task (such as
a system reboot execute that you might have placed there).
If you have a feature you need to test, or to immediately transfer files, select stop
updates, resume updates. If you are in a remote location away from the system with
which you are working, you may always instruct some This will interrupt the regular
check in process and execute your scheduled task immediately.

Starting your remote session for kiosk control
The KioskWatch Remote software must be setup to always be actively running on the
kiosk unit (s).
Go to http://www.kioskremote.net and login with your supplied email address and
password to authenticate.

Home
This opening page summarizes the primary features of the software.
Below it also indicates the last five times that a kiosk generated an alert.
The reasons for the alert are also detailed. For example, a color of red indicates that the
kiosk is not checking in with the server as is required.

A weekly report is also available, showing revenue, usage and payment types.
The amount of cash collected for that day is also recorded. The five most used
advertisements that your customers responded to, are also listed.

Monitor
This section details a list of all the kiosks you own. A quick scan will show pertinent
information relating to the status of each unit. You may choose to monitor kiosks or
check kiosk alerts.

Working with kiosk
Upon selecting the kiosk by clicking on the assigned name on the left panel, you will be
given access to more specific tasks and information. The following panel will be
highlighted.

Run program: You may schedule a program to execute.
File Transfer: You can choose to transfer files to a single kiosk or to all kiosks.
File Transfer example: First, the file(s) are uploaded to the server. The folder within which
the file is to be located is specified (create and delete file folders), and then the file name to
be uploaded (upload and manage files) is specified. When the upload files button is clicked
the operation commences. If the upload was successful, there will be an indication giving
data on the file’s name, size, type, width/height and status. You may also preview the file to
ensure that you have uploaded the correct file.
The file is now on the server and has to be down loaded to the kiosk machine. To finish this
procedure you now select the kiosk to which you wish to have this file transferred. Select
your kiosk from the left of the panel by double clicking the name of the unit. A panel will
appear with the kiosk’s name at the top left. In the first panel you are given the option to
transfer file. Select this option, opening the folder within which the file was placed.

Here again you are given the choice of transferring the file to multiple kiosks or to a single
kiosk. To the right, under action place a check mark in the box adjacent to the file (s) you
wish to be transferred. To complete operation select the radio button transfer selected files.
The results of the request will be shown after the files are transferred. The speed at
which this operation is completed depends on the speed of your connection and or your
network traffic. To verify the success of the request, look at the File Transfer Queue. The
information shown here, also include the file path.
Services: list all services running on a machine including their statuses. Processes: List
all programs running on the machine. There is also the option of terminating a process.
The ability to kill a process is also available.

¾ Overview
This page shows the specifics relating to the Kiosk that was selected.
By simply clicking on the name of your kiosk, you will immediately see critical
information on the health and status of the machine.
The data fields here are very detailed and illustrates a plethora of information pertaining
to this system.
Information such as system paging, attached drives (capacity/availability), status of
command requests that were sent to the machine (successes or failures).

¾ Run And Deploy
The remotely run and deploy wizard feature allows users to transfer files to kiosk,
transfer and execute, upload files to the server or execute a file/command on the kiosk.

¾ Internet Options
Choosing this option will send an automatic ping to the kiosk. The results will be
displayed along with the IP address.

¾ Logs
There is a further option under logs that will provide detail statistic on kiosk usage and
sites visited. The information displayed here will aid an owner/advertiser in
understanding how the displayed advertisement are being used.

¾ Financial
This displays the financial transactions that took place on that kiosk.

Analyzing Kiosk usage
The opening page will show all of your kiosks on the left.
Simply choose the one you wish to work with by clicking the “+”.
The green circle in the square means that the Kiosk is performing normally.
If a red circle is present it indicates that there is a problem with the kiosk.
The presence of an orange circle indicates that while there is an issue that requires your
attention, it could also clear itself.
Blue is indicative of a minor problem that should repair itself.
A yellow circle indicates an ongoing problem.
The data on the left shows Top ten visited sites. This information may be used to
influence how your customers use the kiosk by advertising from these sites or by having
direct links to these sites from your kiosk’s desktop.
This is just one example of exploiting useful data.

Assessing kiosk alerts
Users are notified of any unusual events or alerts in 15 minute intervals. Events such as
system not checking in…. system not being used…..system not rebooting on
time…failure of hardware or software components, are all sent to the administrator’s
terminal.
Keeping track of alerts is one method of being proactive in problem solving related to
your Kiosk. Here you will see information related to the “health” of the Kiosk. For
example the last time the Kiosk checked in with the server, or the last time it was
rebooted. After reviewing your alerts you may delete them if you wish.

Organizing your kiosks
For quick status checks or for simple ease of use, you may organize your kiosks in
groups. You have the option to create and edit your groups, or to change your Kiosk
groupings.
To create or edit a group;
a) click on the create group icon (above the tree menu).
* From here you can create, delete, or edit each group.
b) Select the group you want to move the kiosk to and submit the change (s).
c) This can be updated at anytime to suit your needs.

Monitoring Kiosk financial data
To have a quick look at your kiosk’s revenue intake over any given period:
1) Select MONITOR
2) Select your Kiosk from the list
3) Review your detail data under financial

Checking kiosk’s activity
A quick check at usage will show customer’s activity on the Kiosk of your choice.
It will show card transactions as well as cash transactions separately.
Move your cursor to the top of the screen over usage, and NetStop® logs will appear as a
selectable option on the right. Click on NetStop® log and three log groups will appear.
The accumulated data logs are grouped thusly:
Website and associated data, application and associated data, and error logs and
associated data.

Manage
This is a key area as it deals with the overall appearance of your Kiosk. A lot of time
may be spent here configuring the “feel” of your system. (The kiosk information may be
updated at anytime by having the machine reboot with a new registry file).

File Upload:
The file upload section allows you to store files on a central server for storage and for
access as needed.
Here you may delete file/folders, view, create folders, or upload multiple files to the
folder of your choice. Various file extensions are supported. Three separate files may be
uploaded simultaneously.
To upload a new advertisement: You must first create a new folder
a) Enter a new folder name in the folder name box. Click on create and the folder
will be created.
b) You can upload filed to these folders from the option Upload and manage files.
c) In the area View existing file and folders, you are presented with the files that
were uploaded along with the path information.

Settings
Settings will show the Contact information that was previously entered for those fields.
Settings/kiosk users will show existing users information.
Settings/KioskWatch users will show all users. This is where users are added or deleted.
Settings/ notification shows the settings of the kiosk in terms of alert levels and the
frequency of time the kiosk is expected to report in.
Settings kiosk description indicates where you might change the name description of a
kiosk.
Settings/support shows the help utility guide.

Support
support shows the help utility guide.

Logout
Logs out the current user.

** To return to a previous page at anytime click “adsys”.

** Selectable items are italicized
****remove all “check” (for accuracy) indicators before publishing

Examples of how to remotely send commands:
Scheduling a reboot
To schedule a reboot of your Kiosk:
1) Select the kiosk to be rebooted from the list on the left
2) Place a check mark in the box indicating reboot

** A dialogue box will open allowing you to specify the time you wish. your kiosk to
reboot, preceded by /r/t X. Replace “X” with the time in minutes. This time is the future
(minutes from now forward), when you want the command to take effect.
For example a command could be: /r/t15. This is stating that you wish the kiosk to be
rebooted 15 minutes after it checks in with the server. Whatever action is specified only
takes place after the kiosk checks in with the server, as it is the server that relays the
command messages that are to be executed.

Working with Dos Prompts
To work in Dos or to get a dos prompt up on your screen:
a) Double click the kiosk on the left
b) Down the right on the middle of the page “add schedule
c) When the dialogue box comes up enter cmd.exe
** you have the option of scheduling the command to execute at a given date, starting
and ending.
d) Check the box “activate this program to run”
e) Set program to execute.

